
Subject: Re: user rights for svn and software release tools
Posted by Mohammad Al-Turany on Thu, 22 Jan 2009 15:16:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hallo Bertram,

Quote:On the other hand I think that this could also be an obstacle for development of the
panda code. If you would like to modify or add new classes, it needs some time to check
whether everything fulfills the requirements. 

Tell now this was never a problem, usually you add new classes for your experiment and not to
all other! and I do not think it is a good idea that everybody can add global stuff even on one
experiment level! 

Quote:Therefore I would propose to introduce a layer below the FairRoot base directories, e.g.
PndBase, where one can implement panda specific base classes. Such a directory should
have write permissions for the Panda developer. What is your opinion? Does it make sense to
introduce such a directory?

This was suggested more than one year ago for panda as we make it for Cbm, look to the
SVN, cbm has CbmBase which contains specific stuff for CBM, the last meeting we also
discuss this and it is in the minutes, 

http://panda-wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/Computing/Minutes13Jan2009

We already decided some time ago to rename the mcstack directory (Which is Panda specific)
to PandaBase!  look to the minutes: where everybody already agreed on that!!

http://panda-wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/Computing/Minutes19March2008

Quote:With regard to this I have another question: Can somebody tell me the procedure how
the files "CMakeLists.txt, Makefile.am and xyzLinkDef.h" will be created. Are there automated
scipts available which create these make- and depencency-files.

There is no script to automatically generate these very simple stuff, there is only a template on
the fairroot.gsi.de. the Makefile.am is not used any more and I will remove it and all
autoconf/automake stuff

regards

Mohammad
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